Abstract: The intelligibfli~and quality of speech produced by three text-to-speech~S) engines was assessed for CVC words, meaningful sentenees, semantically anomatous sentences, and paragraphs. htelligibility was evatuated using trsmsaiption a~~y and ratings of articulation clarity. Additiondly, the "naturalness" of s-h was ratd. Consistent differences in intelhgibllity and naturalness were found across engines. hplications for TTS synthesis are discussed.
As the intelligibility of -h generated by TTS engines continues to improve, it will become increasingly impomt to as~s the qurdity of spewh, including perceived naturtiess, relative to human s-h.
Yeg evtiuations of~S synthmis genetiy have not includd measures of percepti qdity (l). The current study sought to assess both the inklfigibfity and "rtatdess" of speech generated by ti~current~S engines: the Whisder engine in the Microsoft S-h SDK~ersion 3.OB), AT&Ts engine within tie Watson AdvanA S-h Applications Platform~ersion 2), and EM Informatique's ProVerbe S-h Engine SDK~ersion 1.~).
METHOD Twenty-four monotin@ Engfish-speaking adults with no known hting deficits we~presentd 16bit WAV files syntheshti using the defatdt mde voice from ti~~S engines. The Microsoft engine produced speech at a 22s ampling rate with an average fundamental frquency~) of 113 W at a rate of 130 wpm. AT&Ts engine ptiuced speech with an averageFOof111 W at 170 wpm, and Eb's engine produced speech with an average FO of lM W at lW wpm; both engines produced tokens at art 11 km sampling rate.
Each engine produced mateti from long-standing tests of intefligibdity that encompas~a wide range of -h mmplexity from isokted worh to meaningfti sentences, semantic~y momdous sentences, and paragraphs. InteUigibifity of phonemes and words was assessed using 150 CVC syllables from the Modifid Rhyme Test @T, 2). Listeners identiled each CVC, and then rated the clarity of its articulation (from 1 to~. Sixty items from the Mard Sentenm (3) were W to evaluate speech perception in meaningful contex~Wch sentence was transcriã nd ratd for naturahtess (1-~. Semantictily anomalous sentences (W items) were taken horn the~kirts hboratories Syntactidy Norrrtrd Sentence Test (4). Listeners transcribed 4 target words from each anomalous sentence. Fidy, perception of discourse was evduatd using ratings of intelligibility (1-100) and natudrtess (1 -f or thrw presages (q.
RESULTS
AND DISCUSSION InteUigibifity in the MRT was moderate (~Figure 1, left panel). Accuracy for items produced by the Eti engine was poorer than for items from the other engines @<.O1). The Microsoft engine tio produced more clwly artictdati speeeh tha the other engines @.01), and items were more clearly artictdated by the AT&T engine than the Elan engine @c.01; see Figure 1 , right panel). 
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The inteUigibitity of phonemes within words was consistent witi the overtil pattern of MRT results. Mdd vowek produced by the Microsoft and AT&T engines were perceivd more accurately than from the Elan engine @.03. Word-ti consonants produced by the Microsoft engine were perceived more accurately than phonemes produced by tie otier engines @.05). The effect of engine was marginrd for initial consonants. Words in meaningful sentences were quite intelligible (see Figure 2 , left panel); nm perfect performance was obtined for the Microsoft and AT&T engines. Natttrahtess ratings (W F]gure 2, middle panel) rartgd from poor (2.29) to moderate (4.07). Both inte~igibitity and naturahtess were rduced for the Elan engine @c.01). Anomalous sentences were ltis intelhgible than mmingful sentences (see Figure 2 , right panel). Accuracy was grater for items from the Microsoft engine than the other engines @c.05). Flndly, the passages were rated m highly intelligible, although wmewhat less so for the Elan engine @<.05; Figure 3 , left panel). However, listeners still judgd the discourse to be unnatural (W Figure 3 , right panel), Items from tie Elan engine were rated as less natural thm items from the other engines @.05). CONCLUSIONS The Microsoft engine generated tie highest scores on dl dependent maures. There are several potentird explanations for this finding. FirsL the Microsoft engine may have a better algorithm for synthesizing units of speech, mtdtirtg in fewer phoneme confusions. Swond, the Microsoft engine used a higher samphng rate. Third, the slower -g rate of the Microsoft engine codd have improved ctilty. Finally, differences between enginm in protic boundaries tiso may have influenced intelligibility and nattiness in sentences and paragraphs. Whfle it is unknown which ticto~s) contributed to the current results, these results do indicate that (a)~S s-h is relatively unnati, and@) ratings of clarity and na~ness pardleld intelligibility across engines. It tius appears that such ratings represent useful mwures in assessing the quality of speech producti by~S engines.
